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to BdMjee's ternifa, from their knowledge of the dependence
of hmibelf and o± lus sovereign on the far greatci icsomccb
of the British power They feared, in fact, to use then own
words, 'that the army o± the Fermgeeb might be s>picad
* abroad' Uudei these eiieunistances, motives of sound
pohcy, as well as those of hmnamty, and a due regard to
Butish reputation, rendered it necebbary that an influence
already powerful, though unseen, should be openly acknow-
ledged and fully denned
At an early stage of the British connection with the Guikowai
government, it had been discovered that a consideiable portion
of the lesources of the Baroda state depended on a punctual
realization of its tributary revenue in Kateewar, while the
laige arrears due at that period tendered then: recovery an
object of no common importance The Guikowai mnnstiy
were extremely diffident of then" ability to recover this ic venue,
unless with the aid of the British, and the increase of the
subsidiary force to three battalions of native infantry, as well
as the stipulation in the definitive treaty that one of the
battalions should proceed to Kateewar whenever real necessity
lequired it, principally arose from this impression of their
weakness The British government thus found itself in-
directly pledged to the realization of an object which, if
pursued in the mode expected by its allies, would have to be
effected at the price of a departure from its usual principles
and pohcy As early as 15th December, 1802, the supreme
government, of which the Marquis of Wellesley was then the
head, was, therefore, induced to express its opinion, that if an
amicable arrangement could be made with the several chief-
tains of the peninsula for the regular payment of their tribute,
without the necessity for the periodical advance of a military
force, an acceptable service would thereby be rendeied alike
to the Guikowar state, and to the British inteiests in Goozerat,
There were thus, in truth, concurring circumstances, which
operated to render necessary such an interference on the part
of the British in the affairs of Kateewar To the voluntary
payment of their tribute by the chieftains, the Guikowai
government looked foiward for the means of effecting a large
reduction in its overgrown military establishmentb , it antici*

